SAC 306 (Spring 2018)
Animation and Digital Media Practices Class

Learn a broad range of 2D graphics and animation techniques in a fast-paced and tech-filled class. Hands-on workshops in Photoshop, Adobe After Effects, digital still photography, sound design and more. You don’t have to know how to draw to make compelling digital media projects. The course is open to non-majors by requesting an override from the instructor, Chris McNamara (mcnamarr@umich.edu). More information here.

Apply Now for AI Startup Incubator Program in Berlin, Fall 2018

Hackmind ai is an AI-focused incubator in Berlin, Germany backed by crypto fund. We offer scholarship for scientists and engineers to work on with AI-related ideas, find a co-founder and build a startup in 6 month. You don’t have to an existing business idea. We are looking for raw technical talents with ambitious visions to transform slow industry using AI and decentralized approaches. Once selected, you will join a community of hackers and engineers in Berlin for 3 months to develop an idea, and in the following 3 months build a G-Corp (US) company or pursue ICO path.

- 2000 euro/month (~2450USD) stipend for first 3 month. Average cost of living in Berlin is less than 1000 euro/month
- 25K Euro investment for 7% equity or pursue ICO path - Up to 100K optional investment at the end of 6 month

The current batch at Hackmind features founders from 16 countries working on startup ideas from GAN for advertisement to decentralized K12 education.

More information: hackmind.ai

The Impact Summit

The Impact Summit is a conference at the intersection of technology and social good, inspiring computer science students to change the world! From June 1st to June 3rd in NYC, The Impact Summit will empower a community of ambitious students to challenge the status quo by connecting them with seasoned social entrepreneurs, meaningful career opportunities, and financial capital to ignite their ideas.

The conference will feature discussions and workshops with social impact leaders in health tech, ML, blockchain, and more; 20+ tech organizations that are doing well by doing good, and $30,000 in prize money at The Social Startup Competition. Most importantly, The Impact Summit is a chance to meet other students on a national scale who are passionate about technology and social good!

To join The Impact Summit, apply at www.theimpactsummit.org